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HOW TO GET TO 
CASTELLÓ? 

The UNIVERSITAT JAUME I is in CASTELLÓ (Valencia region). 

The nearest airport is in Castelló (CDT), 40 km away. Also Valencia (VLC) is very 
convenient, 65 km away. But you can also fly to others such as Barcelona (BCN), 
300 km away; Madrid (MAD), 500 km away, or Alicante (ALC), 250 km away. This 
means you have various options, and you should decide depending on the weight 
of your luggage, the fare, the travel time, and the number of transfers: 

1) From Castelló airport (CDT) 

Castelló has just got an airport and began operating in September 2015 from London 
Stansted (STN) and Bristol (BRS). To get to the city of Castellon de la Plana from the 
airport you can take a taxi (€35-45) or a bus (€12). Estimated time 30 min. 

2) From Valencia airport (VLC) 

You have 2 options:  

A) Taxi to Castelló (65 Km): approximately € 85-100 (price shown by the taximeter, 
but it should not exceed €100). Estimated journey time: 50 min. 

B) A direct metro from the airport of Valencia to the stop called Xàtiva, in front of 
the Valencia Estació del Nord Railway Station-RENFE (a one-way metro ticket 
costs €5, and the estimated journey time is 25 minutes). At Valencia Estació del 
Nord Railway Station, buy a train ticket to Castelló de la Plana at the ticket 
windows or at the machines (tickets for trains called "CERCANÍAS/RODALIES” are 
cheaper). There are frequent trains to Castelló: approximately every 20 minutes 
on working days and every hour at weekends. A one-way ticket costs €5.80 and 
the journey takes about 1 hour 15 minutes). The rough total price of this option is 
€11. 
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3) From Barcelona airport (BCN) 

There is a non-stop train from Terminal T2 at the airport to Barcelona-Sants 
Railway Station-RENFE (a one-way ticket is €4.10 and the estimated journey time 
is 30 minutes). At Sants Railway Station, buy a train ticket to Castelló de la Plana 
at the long distance windows ("Llarga Distància"). Trains to Castelló run frequently 
- almost every hour (you should book well in advance on Sundays and public 
holidays, since trains tend to get quite busy). The price is between €20-40. The 
estimated journey time is between 2 and 3 and a half hours, depending on the 
type of train you take. Train types and timetables can be consulted at 
www.renfe.com. You can also buy your ticket online on this site, but remember 
that if you do this and you arrive late, you will lose it. 

 

4) From Madrid airport (MAD) 

You have 2 options:  

A) By train to Castelló. Go to Terminal T4 at the airport and take the train RENFE 
(they run frequently, every 30 minutes) and get off at Atocha Railway Station (a 
one-way ticket is €2.60, and the estimated journey time is 25 minutes). At this 
station, ask for Madrid Puerta de Atocha (a 2-minute walk away).  

From Madrid Puerta de Atocha Railway Station-RENFE, take a high-speed train 
(AVE) to Valencia Joaquín Sorolla Station. There are AVEs almost every hour. The 
price is between €29-73. The estimated journey time is 1 hour 45 minutes. You 
can buy tickets at the station, and you can check the train types and timetables at 
www.renfe.com. You can also buy your ticket online on this site, but remember 
that if you do this and you arrive late, you will lose it. 

 

Once you are at Valencia Joaquín Sorolla Railway Station, you have 2 options:  

A.1) Take a train to Castelló from this station. Trains run approximately every 2-3 
hours (a one-way train ticket costs from €7 to €20, and the estimated journey 
time is between 45 minutes and 1 hour). 

A.2) Change station by taking a free bus to the Valencia Estació del Nord Railway 
Station-RENFE just 1 minute away (the buses run every 5 minutes). Once there, 
buy a train ticket to Castelló de la Plana at the windows or at the machines 
(tickets for trains called "CERCANÍAS” are cheaper). Trains to Castelló run 
frequently: approximately every 20 minutes on working days and every hour at 

http://www.renfe.com/
http://www.renfe.com/


weekends. A one-way ticket costs €5.80 and the journey takes about 1 hour 15 
minutes).  

B) By non-stop bus to Castelló from the T4 (arrivals platform) or T1 (bus parking 
area) terminals with the company Auto Res-Avanza. A one-way ticket costs 
around €35, and the estimated journey time is 6 hours 30 minutes). You can 
check the schedules and the terminal on http://www.venta.avanzabus.com/. You 
can buy tickets online, but remember that if you do so and you arrive late, you 
will lose it, so it might be better to buy it on the bus. You will arrive at Castelló 
Bus and Railway Station. 

5) From Alicante airport (ALC) 

Take the C6 Subus bus (in the departures avenue on the 2nd floor) straight from 
the airport to Alicante Railway Station (a one-way bus ticket costs € 3.85, and the 
estimated journey time is 20 minutes). At the RENFE-railway station in Alicante, 
buy a train ticket to Castelló de la Plana at the windows. There are trains 
approximately every 2 hours until 18.25 (the last one). The price ranges from €20 
to €36. The estimated journey time is 2 hours 30 minutes. Visit www.renfe.com to 
check the trains and timetables. You can buy your ticket online, but remember 
that if you do this and you arrive late, you will lose it. 

 

HOW TO GET TO 
THE UJI? 

Getting to the UJI from Castelló Train and Railway Station-RENFE is very easy. Just 
take the tram or the bus in front of the station. The journey takes 5 minutes, and 
the fare is €1.05.  

You will find an UJI map at the link below: 

https://www.google.es/maps/place/Universitat+Jaume+I/@39.994007,-
0.069994,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0xd5ffe0fca9b5147:0x1368bf53b3a7f
b3f 
 

THE CITY Castelló de la Plana (or simply Castelló or in Spanish, Castellón) is a city on the 
Mediterranean coast with beautiful sandy beaches all along its coastline and 
orange groves. It is a small but modern provincial capital with everything you 
might need. Its moderate size (180,000 inhabitants) makes it the perfect place to 
live in, with the best of a big city (cultural events, shops, nightlife, facilities and 
local amenities) and a small town (Spanish traditions, relaxed lifestyle, integration 
with locals and nature). It is a very safe city, and much cheaper than larger cities 
such as Madrid, Valencia or Barcelona. 

The UJI is only a 20-minute walk from the city centre or a 10-minute ride by 
tram/bus. 

The tram links the UJI with the beach in a journey that takes just 25 minutes. 

Please watch this video of the city of Castelló: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw--cZCxjOU 
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THE WEATHER Thanks to the city’s location on the Mediterranean coast, the weather in Castelló 
is very pleasant for most of the year. It is warm in summer and the temperatures 
in winter are mild. There is little rainfall and always plenty of sun!  

CULTURE Many cultural events and activities take place in Castelló and at the UJI: theatre, 
exhibitions, museums, concerts, etc.  

http://www.culturalcas.com/es/ 
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